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Gilbert Wins Third

INSIDE

Em�Y

UNIVERSITY PARK - Gover-

Tammy

nors State University Professor
Temmie Gilbert has won a third

Talks

Emmy Award for her work in

p.2

television.
The Midwest Chapter of the
National Academy of Television

Career

Arts and Sciences presented the
award at its annual banquet Oct. 5

Designs

in Chicago.
Professor Gilbert of Flossmoor

p. 3

won for "her achievements in ex
cellence" in the children's special
category. The academy recognized

Campus

her work as on-fine producer for

Comments

"Odd Potato," a show funded and
produced by WGN-TV Channel 9

p. 4

arxl the Chicago Board of Rabbis.
The show was first aired in
December 1989. It will be shown
again this December.
The half-hour drama with
music was based on the book "Odd

Editorials
p. 5

Potato." It tells the story of a

Chill

young Jewish girl whose family is
about

Factor

to

celebrate

its

first

Temmy Gilbert displays ber third Emmy

Hanukkah since the mother died.

p. 10

The story depicts the family's
struggles with their sorrows and
how the traditional lighting of the

Student
Life

Hanukkah menorah brings the

Dunning's Market in Homewood.
The store was used for scenes in

In 1988, she won for her work as

TV.

family together.

producer of the NBC-TV special

1989 and was recreated to look like

"Nothing Is Simple." The show

the GSU staff since 1974. She has a

GSU alumnus Steve Carlin of

News

Park Forest worked as a produc

a meat market in the 1950s.

young

girl

was

portrayed

by

Megan Fallica of HazE'! Crest.
The crew filmed two scenes i11

dealt with interracial dating. In

bachelor's degree in media com

1987, the media communications

munications from the University

National Academy of Television

professor won an Emmy for her

of Michigan, and a master's de

Arts and Sciences has presented

weekly Sumay morning children's

gree from Governors State Uni

show "The Magic Door" on CBS-

versity.

Profe�r Gilbert with two Emmys.

GSU Students Win Awards
for Television Productions

GSU Recy cling Program Begins

GSU will be doing its part to
help overcome a problem that is
becoming

a

serious

Professor Gilbert has been on

The Chicago Chapter of the

tion assistant on this project. The

p. 12

fast

Pboto by L Calcaterra

one.

by Innovator Staff

Waste and what to do with all of

added, "It was meant, not only to

the waste that accumulates every

Three GSU student products

educate the public, but to help the

day in an institution as large as

three year old's parents see what
the 12 year old's parents were

things that can be recycled and

won separate awards at the Inter
national Television Association's
1990 Chicago Video Festival. The

dispose of the other trash. By

awards ceremony, hosted by Bill

recycling, valuable landfill space

Kurtis, was held on October 19th
at the Museum of Science and

GSU. The answer is recycle the

will not be used up at the rate it is

Industry.
Alice "Tinker'' Moore, a student
from Manteno won a Silver Philo

being used today. By the turn of
the century it is estimated that
more than half of the nation's

Award in the student category for
her production, "First fm a Per

landfills will be used up.
Dee Woods of Purchasing ex

son," a documentary on Downs

plained how GSU was going to

Syndrome. The Philo award was
named after Philo T. Farnsworth,

recycle the tons of paper and other
recyclables that the university
produces everyday. She said that
Waste

Management

of

North

America is giving GSU containers
to start the recycling program.
Some of the other items such as
small trays and wastebaskets that
are used in recycling are stocked

by Central Stores.

Admiring their new recyc ling baskets l· r. are: Gusta Allen, Linda Kues
ter and JiU Stanley.

desk trays and small wastebas

box and the physical plant people

kets for recyclable paper. A list of

will remove those items and put

paper that can be recycled will be

them

given to all university offices.

recycling.

into

a

dumpster

case focusing on how the in
dividuals interacted with their
families. Each person was part of

The idea being that the person

The plan for the university to

being considered for large con

able to take the container to the

recycle has been written up and is

being put into use now. Everyone

copy center and dump it into the

is being encouraged to recycle.

EARLY THANKSGIVING CELEBRATION

Next Thursday,
cafet�ria.
convenier-:e.

Nov

15, there will be a holiday menu �e�tured in the

There will also be whole pies for sale for your

duction featured three people
diagnosed as having Downs Syn
drome. The video documented a
three year old child, twelve year
old child, and a 21 year old; in each

who has a container filled, will be

tainers also. Each desk will have

of television. Moore's video pro

for

by all the copiers. Other areas are

There will be large containers

who received a patent in 1930 for
the first totally electronic system

going through at the time, and
what they had to look forward to.
The 12 year old's family would
look at the 21 year old's family,
and see what they had to look for
ward to."
Moore noted that, although
each parent had originally been
told that their child would have to
be institutionalized, each of the
three individuals was successful
and able to contribute to society.
The same production also won
an award for directing. The direct
ing awards included professional
Producers/Directors and were not
limited to student entries.
Another one of Moore's produc
tions, "The New Spirit of Manteno
was among five finalists con
sidered for an award. The docu
mentary showed how the small
town of Manteno, Illinois over
came economic decline brought

The Kankakee Special Education
Cooperative.
Moore said she interviewed the

tal health center.

teachers at the center about each
student's progress, and spoke to

GSU's "Music Alive 90," a 48
minute music video program pro-.

the student's parents, outlining,

duced by several GSU students,
won a Bronze Philo at the awards

"What it was like having a Downs

Syndrome child, and the obstacles
they had to overcome." Moore

on by the closing of the State men

ceremony. The show featured lo-

(Continued on page 8)"
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Scien ce Divi sion Begins

Nove mber 20

Chemistry Colloquim Series
The Division of Science launched
a Chemistry Colloquium series

research

areas,

reinforce fun

damental concepts of chemistry,

for this academic year on October

and

18, 1990. The series will offer a

through application of the research

chemistry seminar every month

work of the speakers. He remarked

except for the summer months.

that the chemistry colloguium

The

inqugural

speaker,

Dr.

introduce

new

concepts

series will also allow our students

William Dean Wulff of University

to acquaint with the prospective

of Chicago, spoke on "Transition

institutes

Metal Complexes in Organic Syn

further studies and training, and

and

professors

for

thesis." He presented his work on

will help GSU faculty members to

ways of making new organic com

establish

pounds which are useful in syn

colleagues in nearby areas. He

thesis of hypertensive drugs and

thanked the Alumni Association

contacts

with

their

antibiotics. His exciting presenta

and the GSU Foundation for pro

tion brought a response of a ques

viding the funds, and Dr. Shelly

tion and answer session at the end

Kumar

of his talk.

series.

Dr. Ed Cehelnik, Chairperson

for

coordinating

the

This inaugural seminar was

of the Division of Science, pre

well

sented the opening remarks com

students and faculty members.

menting

There is no charge for attending

that

the

series

will

attended

by

over

thirty

provide GSU students with up-to

the seminars. The invitations are

date information in the current

sent out to GSU chemistry alumni

and nearby colleges and univer
sities. Dr. Kumar hopes that the
series will stimulate faculty and
students, and will result in in·
creased

research

activities

at

GSU. He expects that the series
will also help strengthen the uni
versity's ties with the institutes
enhance the image of GSU as a
higher learning institute.
The

next

seminar

will

be

presented by Dr. Pierre Robert
LeBreton of University of Illinois
at Chicago on Tuesday, November
13, 1990 in Engbretson Hall at 7
p.m. Dr. LeBreton will speak on
cancer causing chemicals present
in tar. The title of his talk is "The
Binding of Genotoxic Hydrocar
bon Metabolites to DNA." All are
welcome.

views on the changes in Soviet

His areas of research (for which
our government has engaged him
in

depressants,

the

crossed
eties

Recital Hall at GSU. There is a

the Soviet Union, and the effects of
these now rapid changes on socie
ty. Dr. Lapin believes Sakharov's
ideas and work for change were
precursors to Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev theories.
A

native

of

Leningrad,

Dr.

Lapin has his medical training
from the 1st Leningrad Medical
Institute. He has specialized in
psychopharmacology, the study of
the effects of drugs on brain func
tion, and is continuing his work
here as a guest of the United
States government.
A concert pianist and former
professional

chess

competitor,

Dr. Lapin has friends in many cir
cles in the Soviet Union and will
give assessments of Soviet life
from a number of perspectives.
For more information on this
program,

contact

Dr.

Helen

Hughes at Governors State Uni·
versity at (708) 534-5000, exten
sion 2524.

continent

several

and

universities

on

his

research. In Los Angeles and San

$2 charge.

others spent working for change in

the

times lecturing at medical soci

at 7:30 p.m. in the Sherman Music

will discuss the years he and

of

arrival in May 1990, Dr. Lap:n has

Foundation. His lecture will begin

dent Andrei Sakharov, Dr. Lapin

neuroactivities

traits and placebo effect. Since his

GSU

A close friend of Soviet dissi

arrange

and epilepsy, role of personality

be the guest of South Suburban
and

unprecedented

kynurenines, treatment of anxiety

National Institutes of Health. will
SANE/FREEZE

an

ment with the USSR) are anti

States as a visiting scientist at the

Diego he was asked to talk instead

Dr. I.P. Lapin

on

Current Address:

National Institutes of Health
National

Institutes

of

Neuro

logical Disorders and Stroke
Bldg. 10, Room 5N-248
Bethesda, Maryland 20892

Telephone lis:
301-496-8019

and

his

Bonner over many years. He in

glasnost

terpreted

and

peres·

troika "from inside," and dis
cussed Sakharov as a precursor of
Gorbachev. This lecture was very
well received, and it is this topic
which, in my opinion (HEH),
general public of our region. Dr.

301-530-2215 (home)

Lapin is obviously a distinguished

Previous Address:
Doctor

Sciences, Chief,

of

Medical

Laboratory of

Psychopharmacology
Bekhterev

Sakharov,

would be of most interest to the

301-496-0956

Professor,

Andrei

friendship with him and Helena

Visiting Scientist

Psychoneurological

Research Institute
Bekhtereva, 3, Leningrad 193019
U.S.S.R.

Brief Biographical Resume:
Dr. Lapin was born June 26. 1930
in Leningrad. With early signs of
talent in many directions, he gave
up careers in professional chess
competition and concert piano to
attend medical school and grad
uate work in research in the
neurosciences.

He

has

main

tained his interest in painting as

means I am only 40 days away

sent every year.

from presents. I know the mean

My friend Wendy. who lives 200

ing of Christmas is love -joy - the

miles away and always calls right

spirit of giving ... but when I see

after I finish crying.
Wendy's mom Mrs. S.. who even
though she has four kids. says she
has five.

days

Mr. Benkendorf and the Re/
Max office. who sends my mom

Thanksgiving; I wait all year for it.

in endogenous brain chemicals.

Dr. Lapin, who is in the United

cretly tells me my Christmas pre

Christmas may be 40

runner, he developed an interest

View from the Inside'' at Gover

My man's cousin Linda. who se

that Christmas is in 40 days. which

away, but I only have to wait 20
days until Thanksgiving. I love

UNIVERSITY PARK - Soviet

nors State University.

I love the holinays. I love the fact

KNOW Santa Claus exists.

scientist Slava Lapin will offer his

"Has Perestroika a Future? A

Christmas is a Time
for Thanksgiving Too!

something shiny in my stocking. I

Soviet Scientist To
Lecture At GS U
society during his Nov. 16 lecture

Tammy Cantelo

and industries in the area and will

flowers and cards every week.

To a non-cooker it means a dinner

My cousin Renee. who will li�

not cooked in the microwave. I am

ten for hours about MY wedding

extra lucky: I eat at my man's

and

around noon. and then eat again at

about HERS.

to tell me

my family's around 5:00p.m. That

My grandma who promised to

is five hours of non-stop eating.

address all 300 of my wedding m

Can you blame me for loving the

vitations so the postman could

holidays?

read them.

I know I sound shallow - pres

My

sister-in-law

Tracy

who

ents. food. more presents - but

goes to the Health Club with me.

deep down inside. I have tons of

and doesn't laugh when I wear a

blessings to be thankful for. I am

leotard.

thankful for:

My friend Pat. I yell. scream.

My dad takes me to dinner three

and hate her at work. but love her

days before payday.

the second we leave the building.

Barb. my man's sister. always

Plus she encourages me to buy on

takes my side.

credit. because she K OWS I need

My professors at GSU. accept

45 pairs of shoes.

the fact that I can't spell and will

My grandpa. a musician. who

ALWAYS have messy handwriting.

still listens to us sing songs ex

My sister. Dawn, who every now

tremely off key.

and then thinks I am prettier

My man's parents. Mom and

than her.

Dad Leonard. who feed me, take

My God-Baby. Kirstein. who

me to the doctor. and don't mind

taught me it is better to wait to

that I use my new last name

have: kids.

prematurely.

My mom, who now admits 1

And lastly, to my man, who I

wasn't really adopted.

have a MILLION reasons to be

My brother Don. who is the only

thankful for ... and if he does his

one who likes my hair in the "in
..
between stage.

Christmas

shopping

early.

I'll

have a million and one.

scientist, a brilliant mind, with
far-reaching ideas and talents: his
English fluency is extraordinary.
He will present a lecture of great
interest to a wide range of persons
and handle questions and discus
sion with wit and skill. He is very
highly recommended.

Space Reserved: Music Recital
Hall at GSU, Friday, N ovember
16, 7:30

•

9:00

Sponsorship: Governors State
University Foundation and SANE/
FREEZE

Contact person: Helen Hughes,
708-534·5467 or 708-534·5000, ext.
2524.

an avocation; as a middle distance

Career Services Workshops

rr======u
•

IH

EARLY

NOVEHBE R

Writing Your Resume
3:00ja

•

4:30ja

3:00ja

1HE BESTWAYTO COIIQUER
1HESE LETTERS IS Willi 1HIS NUMBER:

•

4:30ja

•

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12

5:001'1'1 - 6:30ja

or

THURSDAY, NOYEHBER 15

Interviewing Skills

1·800·777·EXAM

not interrupt

or

5:00ja - 6:30ja

All workshops will be held In the Office of Cueer Services, 81109.
These Cireer Pl•nning workshops ne nalhble to all GSU students
and Alu0111l free of charge.

�

Individuals who cannot Htend .re encounged to seek Individual
assistAnce by scheduling '" appol nt��ent at the Office of Core ·
1
ob
Services (roo. 81109), .nd/or to pick up the ResUIII! Writ ng,
H
Se•rch Strategies and Interviewing Skills hondouts avollahle
the Office.

The Professional Advantage

176 West Adams Su1te 2100 Ch1cago. IL 60603 (312) 855·1088

Office Hours: 8:30 ••. 5:00ja.

Evening Hours •••liable by •ppoint����:nt.

November

8-
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November 20

Office of
Career Services
Room 81109
(708) 534-5000
ext. 2163

Career Designs

By Dan Amari

Anticipate Those Questions!
Preparing to do a good job in an
employment interview means a
�Iood deal more than simply get

ting your professional outfit dry
cleaned and pressed, selecting the
right shoes. and perhaps getting a
haircut or style. There is much
more that you can do to make your
interviewing experience a suc

8. Why did you select your par
ticular field of study?
9. What percent of your college
expenses did you earn? How?
10. How did you spend your
vacations while in school?
11. What do you know about
our organization?
12. Do you feel that you have

cessful one. Just one or those
things is to anticipate questions

received a good general traini�

that might be asked and to formu
late effective responses. What
follows is a list of typically asked

possess that will make you suc

questions by interviewers of can·
didates who are completing or

over again. what courses would

have JUst completed a college

13. What qualifications do you
cessful in your field?
14. If you were starting college
you take?
15. Do you prefer any specific

degree:
1. What are your future voca

geographic location? Why?

tional plans'?

this particular university?

2. In what school activities have
you participated? Why? Which did
you enjoy the mosr'
3. How do you usc your spare
time? What are your hobbies''

5. Why do you think you might
work

for

mines a person's progress in a
good organization?
18. What personal characteris
your chosen career''
19. Why do you think you would

you most mtercsted?
to

17. What do you think deter

tics are necessary for success in

4. In what type of position are

like

16. Why did you decide to go to

our

organi·

like this job?
20. Tell me about your home life
during the time you were grow

zation''
6. What jobs have you held? How
were they obtained and why did

ing up.
21 What type of supervision do
you prefer?

you leave?
7. What courses did you like

22. Can you take instructions

without feeling upset?
23.

Do

you

live

with

your

parents? Which parent had the
most profound influence on you?
24.

How

did

previous

em

ployers treat you?

become self-supporting?
37. Did you enjoy your four
years in school?
38. What size

previous employment?
26. Can you get recommen
from

previous

em

ployers?
27. What interests you about our
products or services?
28. What was your record in
military service?
29. Have you ever changed your
major field of interest while in
college?
30.

you

tions. nonetheless, can be quite
useful to you in helping to prepare

major

that will likely take place in most

do

prefer?

25. What have you learned from

dations

city

When and how did you

choose your college major'?
31. How did you decide to attend
college?
32. What do you know about op
portunities in the field in which
you have trained?
33. Have you ever had difficulty
getting along with fellow students
and faculty?

34. Which of your college years
was the most difficult?
35. What is the source of your
spendmg money'!
36. How old were you when you

39.

What

is

your

are more relevant to a traditional
aged college student. These ques

weakness'!
40. What do you do to keep in
good physical condition?
41. What job in our organization
would you choose if you were en·
tirely free to do so?
42. What type of books/mag·
azines do you read?
43. Have you made plans for
pursuing a graduate degree?
44. What types of people seem
to irritate you?
45. What jobs have you enjoyed
the most? The least'! Why?
46. What are your special
abilities'>

47. Would you prefer a large or
small organization? Why?
48. What are the disadvantages
of vour chosen fit>ld'?
49. Are you interested

in

research?

for the broad areas of questioning
interview situations.

It simply

makes good sense to have a good
idea in advance what you want to
convey to a prospective employer
when addressing these types of
questions.
Indeed. there is a great deal
more that you can do to prepare to

interview well. and the Office of
Career Services can assist in that
process. A good place to begin is
by picking up the Interviewing

Skills

handout, covering several

other

preparation

issues.

You

may also want to have a look at a
pretty good book on interviewing
t>ffectively,

Knock

'Em

Dead,

which is available in the Office's
resource library. If you'd like
some practice at interviewing.
vou ran schedule a "mock" inter

�iew

50. What have you done which
demonstrates imtiative and a
willingness to work?
You've probably noticed that a

small number of these questions

best? Least? Why"

with the Director. who can

critique your 'performance' and
make suggestions. Whatever you
do, make sure you·re doing your
best to prepare well for thost> job
interviews. It will undoubtedly af
fect your potential for success.

Recruiting Schedule
'

PIKitioas A,aiJable
DecT�s �aired

Or&lllllz•ioa
U.C.Ooa

DOMINO'S PIZZA

M..n agemenl 'J'raanec

Ch1cagoland/M11waukee

Any MaJor

THE PRUO�NTIAL

l-'manc1al Serv1ces S ales

Matteson/Waukegan

Any Major

CULLIGAN
Glenwood
Ch1cagoland
Ch1cagoland

Any MajOr
Any Mi1Jor
"'l!nt

Mark.hamj

Any MaJOr

ALLSTATE INSURANCE
Ch1cagoland

Sales, Cla1ms, Underwrumg
Any MaJor

FIRST INVESTORS

Ch1 cag o

MURLAS COMMODITIES
Ch1cago

Ma11agemcnt Traanee
.

BLINDER ROBINSON
Ch1cagoland
IDS FINANCIAL SERVICES
Oak Lawn

Any MaJOr

Media Brokers
Any Major

Investment S a les

Any MaJOr

Fmancaat Serv1ces Rep.
Any MaJOr

Archaeological Society To Meet
The South Suburban Archa�
logical Society will meet Thurs
day, November 15, 1990, 7:30 p.m.
at the Marie Irwin Center, 18120

Highland Avenue, Homewood, IL.
We welcome the public and ad
mission is free.
The meeting topic: "Return to
New Guinea." The north coast of
New Guinea is an area little

Nov. I:.!

No\' 12 Mund.Jy

Jo'manc1at Serv1ces Man<�t:cmclll

SURETY LIFE

Monday

F'manc1al Sates/Management
Serv1ce Spec1ahst

GENEltAL J:o'lNANCE CORP.
Tmley Park

Nov. 12

Munday

Any MaJor

CHEMLAWN SERVICES

Mond.�y

Sides

Any Major

RE·OlRECT SERVICES

Apphcalioa
�lldhu

Nov. 1:.!
Tuesday

Nov.

13

Tuesday

Nov. IJ
Tuesday
Nov. 13

Tuesday

Nov

1:1

Or&aall•lo•
�·

Decrfts �u:.r-ed
Agent
Any MaJor

ILLINOIS STATE POLICE

Swte Trooper

JlhnOIS

Any MaJor

THE �QUtTABLE
Ch1cago
PERFORA�CE FOODS
Oak Brook

PREMiER INDUSTRIAL CORP.
Ch1cagotand

FINANCIAL CORPORATION

Ch1cago/Other U.S. c1lles

Nov

14

Wl!dnesday

Nuv 14

Nov

l:i

Thursday
Nov

l:i

Fuwncaal Servaces Rep.

Thursday

Any MaJor

Nov l:i

Hetated MajOrs

Nov

lndlllilrial Sates

Fraday

Sales/M arket ang

Thursday

Nov. 16

Bus mess, Commumcations

Stuck

l:i

Fraday

Uroker

Any MaJor

Nov.

16

FOXEN FINANCIAL

Fmanc1at Planner

Fraday

16

Ch icago/South Suburbs

Any MaJOr

Nov.

TH� BECO GROUP

Accounl.dnts

J:o'raday

Park R1dge

Accountmg

Nov.

Sales KepresenWIIve

Monday

Any MaJOr

Nov

Sales Represenwllves

Monday

Wl!dnesday THE UPJOHN COMPANY
NW lndaana
Nov. 14
Wl!dnesday

Thursday

Ml!.lROPOLITAN LIFE
Chacagotand

BC

Appllc:llioa
�adbe

I'Mkloas Available

COUNTRY COMPANIES

16

19

19

South Suburbs

Any Major

Nov.

BOULE VARD BANK

OperatiOns Assoc1ate

Mouday

�hacago

CompuLer Sc1ence

Nov.

�'manc1al Serv1ces Re.

Monday

Any MaJor

Nov.

Wednesda) jMUTUAL OF OMAHA
Suburbs
Nov. 14

�/SW

changed after two World Wars, in

Robert Welsch, Visiting Associate

studied by anthropologists since
World War I. It has been eighty
years since a study has been made
of the diverse people of the north

portation, and the introduction or

Curator of Anthropology at the

a modern cash economy? What did

Field Museum.

coast and new insights about the
culture of this area of Aitape do
hold intrigue. Would the people
still remember the artifacts their

known about how artifacts were

For additional information call

made, used, and traded between

Warren Hastings at 708/957-3515.

grandparents made and used so
long ago? How much has life

John Terrell, Curator of Oceanic

the artifacts mean to the people

There will be no regular meet

living on the north coast at the turn

ing in December. The next regular

of the century? Much is still un

meeting will be January 17.

The theme will be developed by

19

Archaeology and Ethnology and

dependence, new form of trans

communities.

19

or Eric Nicholson at 708n985832.
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What Do You
Think Of The

Ga�J�.rJ.?.!?�l

Higher

Photos By Loretta Calcaterra

Vicki Bourland
(CHP) G
Park Forest
Well it takes more out of our
pocketbook. When you travel and
get mileage reimbursement; every
one wants that raised now.

Alan Bourland

Tina Johnson

Johnny Britton

(CHP) G

(CHP) UG

(CBPA) UG

Park Forest

Flossmoor

Blue Island

The higher gas prices affects
me in a lot of ways. It also affects

you on the distance you can go on a
vacation. It also affects you rec
reation wise. If you are going to

I think they are a direct effect

gas now. I never used to do

from the crisis in Saudi Arabia

that. Pretty bad when you have to

The gas prices are just another

own

way of taxing us. All of this (gas

pump your own gas.

prices) is a direct mistake (if I can

�

the prices.

Colunm

every now and then. Criticism can
be hard to deal with if you do not

drip, drip of acid remarks

however.

is

how

can

I

take

3. Sharp Shooter - aims directly

remarks

as

always
little

delivers

stingers

or

jokes

bad or become angry and lash

style of criticism? Whether the

back.

style, the receiver is still hurt.

always hurt the ones you love and

steps that can be taken to unders
tand

tention to this because in many in

better.

and

deal

with

criticism

1. Try to understand why the
person is being critical.

friends.

2. Possibly consider criticism

co
workers, etc. can and will criticize
from time to time. People, for

as a misguided way of trying to
communicate or make a request

many reasons try to camouflage

3. The criticizer may have low

for something.

criticism. However, the most im

self-esteem. (People with a low

portant reason is they don't want

opinion of themselves often ex

to hurt you. Nonetheless, when

tend the same critical eye to

we're criticized it doesn't feel

others)

good.

4. Sometimes the habitual critic
attacks others to take the focus

Some

college

students

still

can't cope with criticism even
though they do it themselves. The

off himself.
5. Finally, many people criti
cize because their expectations

habit of criticism is ingrained in
some personality types. We all

are out of line with reality.

have

criticized, think about the reason,

our personal style of
criticism. Listed below are a few
different ways:

alumni,

and

Photography

students

of

nedd Aquanum Will

prepare

some

of

these

finance the various activities and

ch1ldren for the1r v1s1t to the facllt

exhibitions of the gallery.

tv

"Of Whales and T1me.

ongmal

I plav

Department.

aud1ence

an

part1c1pat1on

for students m grades 4

through

6.

w1ll

be

staged

m

Ch1cago-area school aud1tonums

been hung, donations are still

·now through December 15. 1990.

being accepted through the re

I

next.
Silent bids are being taken until

The

production

mtroduces

young people to the fascmatmg
world of whales and underscores
the

Importance

of

protectmg

dangered. Teachers mterested m

care for. We need to pay close at

bosses,

help

bidder for each print will have

best deal with it? Listed below are

Spouses,

th1s fall.

Proceeds of the auction help

Prints are donated by the fac
the

gaging theater outreach program

of Arts and Sciences.

criticism is inevitable (whether

know

giving or receiving it) how can you

children,

this

whale

you

It's an old saying and many,

more.

auction

With ltve whales. Through an en

close to the offices of the College

November 30, when the highest

that

many song lyrics repeat it - you

even

print

the1r ftrst lace-to-face encounter

that

Now

parents,

annual

1991. thousands ot Ch1cago-area
school ch1ldren w11l expenence

The Infinity Gallery is located

mainder of this week and the

Which one of these best fits your

from those we care for and it hurts

When Shedd Aquar1um s new
Oceananum opens m the spnng ot

on the second floor of E building

Though some prints have already

not) and not let it make me feel

stances the criticism does come

The Infinity Gallery is holding

ulty.

at the weak spots
-

by Unda Fleming

month.

2. Poisoner - has a steady drip.

Joker

We are in a bit of a recession now.

its

1. Mugger - does hit and run

4.

come down when the crisis is over.

GALLERY AUCTION

jabs

criticism (whether justified or

a lack of knowledge of manage

of le'!�!�.

receive some form of criticism

many forms. The important issue,

terrible.

ment skills. I feel the prices will

Some people are ridiculous with

Counselor's

know how to handle it. Criticism

I think they are bad. It cost me
almost $20.00 to fill up my tank. It
used to cost me $12.00. It's

dent's mismanagement skills. It's

food because it is going to cost
more to transport the food. It is
going to affect us on a wide range

by Diedrus Brown

Richton Park

verse it that way) due to the Presi

so now there may be a decrease m
the mileage reimbursement. It
also is going to affect the prices of

can be disguised and can come in

(CAS) UG

How it affects me. I pump my

your job. A lot of jobs pay mileag ,

You can be assured that you will

Barbara Hammill

So

the

next

time

you

are

the person. the source and try to
be very. very understanding.

that

are

en

bookmg a performance for the1r
;school should call Shedd Aquanum
'-------.....:..--..1 at (3121 939-2426 ext. 3371.
earned the luxury of owning it.

GSU Computer Workshops Offered
UNIVERSITY PARK- A varie
ty of computer workshops will be
offered

during

Governors

November

State

at

University's

facility at Orland Park Place,
153rd Street and LaGrange Road
in Orland Park.

"How to Make Friends with a
Computer" is offered from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Friday, Nov. 16. There is
a $30 fee, with a 10 percent dis
count for senior citizens. This
course is a great introduction to a
computer. Participants will learn
the basics of a computer and a
hands-on examination of a com
puter's operations.
"dBASE m Plus-Introduction"

is offered from 9 am. to 4:30 p.m.
Saturdays, Nov.lO and 17. There is
a$195 fee. This course includes in

"P�RFECT TYPE"
Professional 9• • lity Hoae Typing Service
Whatever your typfng needs aay be:
Thesis, Tera/Research Papers, Reports, Letters, Resuaes,
Mailing Lists, etc.
Call us at (7081 862-4023 or 17081 862-8621
Sl.25 per double spaced page or Sl.75 per single spaced page
Sot1sfact1on GUARANTEED
lOS discount with this ad

spec1es

struction in creating a database,
recording information, preparing
mailing lists, inventory control
and more.

"PC DOS" is offered from 1 to 5
p.m. Sundays, Nov. 11 and 18.
There is a $105 fee. This course is
recommended

for

those

who

already use spreadsheets, data
bases, word processors and other
software packages. This course

covers the fundamentals of DOS.
This does not cover the DOS 4.0
menu system.
"Text Publishing with Word
Perfect" is offered from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday,
Nov. 27 and 29. There is a $105 fee.
This course will be useful to any
one who produces manuals, let
ters, memos, manuscripts or any
text material. Coursework in
cludes the basic principles of text
design and layout.
UNIVERSITY PARK - Gover
nors State University is offering a
variety of beginner and inter
mediate

computer

courses

on

campus in November.
"dBASE m Plus" is offered

from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mondays.

Nov. 12 and 19. There is a$195 fee.
This course includes instruction
in creating a database, recording
information,

preparing mailing

lists, inventory control and more.

"How to Buy Your First Home

or Business Computer'' is offered

from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday,
Nov. 17. There is a $50 fee. Par

ficipants will get general informa
tion and questions to ask when
buying a computer. Discussions
give ideas about what tasks to use
a computer for, and choosing
hardware and software to accom
plish the goals. Information on
printers, monitors. backup sys
tems and other facets of a com
puter will be given in easy to
understand terms.

"PC DOS" is offered from 9 a.m.

to 1 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday,
"Introduction to PC"s for Adults�
is offered from 9 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Wednesdays and Fridays, Nov. 28,
30, Dec. 5, 7, and 12. There is a$175

fee with a 10 percent discount for
senior citizens. A combination of

operations will be outlined during
the five sessions including word
processing, spreadsheet creation,
database creation and graphics.
For more information on these
workshops, or to register, contact
the staff at GSlfs Orland Park
Place site at (708) 403-3623.

November 8 November20
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''THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT''
Students should be aware o f
a special

day a t GSU.

Thursday, November

On

15 the

day of the American Cancer
Society's

Great

selves that they can do it. Dip

fering them support during the

dipping

pers and chewers are also

day.

are

tobacco as safe alternatives to

asked to drop their habits for

may be 50 times higher among

available from Student Life.

smoking, but that is just not the

long-term snuff users.

Student Life will provide infor

case.

the day.
Last year approximately 5.2

American

Smokeout we're asking stu

million people, or

dents

nation's

to

d ro p

out

from

the

up

mation and some materials to

A

snuff and

chewing

1986 report of the Ad

of cancer of the cheek and gum

Other problems associated
with habitual use, include de

help, but nonsmokers supply

visory Committee to the Sur

creased senses of taste and

the

by

geon General which concludes

smell. An increased incidence
of dental problems, such as

winning

ingredient

cigarettes for 24 hours. One to

showing

who

that there is strong scientific

three days later, 3.9 million of

Great

smoke that they're concerned

evidence that the use of snuff

those people were still not

reced i n g

and willing to lend support.

causes cancer in humans. Oral

decay, will result.

The American Cancer
sponsors

gave

papers

So

smoking.
ciety

10% of the

smokers,

Adoption

American Smokeout each year

smoking.

their

friends

gums

and

tobacco

users

cancer occurs several times

part of

For more information about

should be very much a

more frequently among snuff

the Great American Smokeout

Smokeless

to encourage smokers to take a

Nonsmokers, especially for

break from their cigarettes for

mer smokers, can participate

the Smokeout as well. A lot of

dippers compared with non

by adopting smokers and of-

on campus contact

intelligent

tobacco users. The excess risk

Life

24 hours, just to prove to them-

tooth

people

consider

Student

X2123.

Hair's All Right - Everything's All Right
by Laura Hays

"When your hair's all right,
everything's all right." This is
the tag line for a new shampoo
commercial. All women know

girls got a bit carried away with

wet or dirty hair and you are

out-of-bed look the teenagers

the height of their "rats' nests,"

guaranteed to run into at least

favor today makes me chuckle.

as the teachers called them, and

five people you know. By the

were accused of stuffing rags

time you get home you' l l be in a

This hair-do truly resembles a

into their "do's" to get such

foul mood.

altitude. I preferred a more sub

how very true it is.

dued look, bangs curled down

I still have my diary from

and forward, top teased and

eighth grade. Each day's entry

smoothed back and in between

begins with a description of how

fd put a small velvet bow. For

my hair turned out. "Hair OK

variation, the bow could go on

Good day. Went on a field trip."

the side or perhaps fd wear a

"Lousy day. Rained on the way

headband.

to school. Hair a mess." r m sure

sewed

some interesting and fun things
revolved

around

had

my

slept

on

skirts

and

homemade

conveniences

like

blow dryers, reliable perms and

brush

mousse have made hair main

rollers every night and spent

tenance easier, but daily state

half an hour every morning teas

of-mind is still determined by

ing, smoothing and spraying a

Run to the grocery store with

LEITER

ATTENTION

Thoughts

Look for the C hild C are Ad
visory Board members in the

on Smoking

Hall of Governors on Friday,

16. They will be tak

1. Smokers love the ambiance
of filth covered concrete flooring.
pies, sausage and cheese for
2. Smokers really don't mind
the holidays. The money from
bird dung on their chairs.
the sale will go toward field
3. Smokers abhor ventilation
systems.
trips for the C h i l d Care
4. Smokers need to wave their
Center.
cigarette hand fending off flys so
that the cigarette stays lit.
'- �-�·---•--- • -•
5. Smokers always carry spatcsu INNOVATOR
ulas to scrape crusty old food from
ing orders for frozen pizzas,
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and walking around with what
feels like conspicuous BIG hair.
No one can keep their eyes off
my poofy hair! They also seem
to react to the new perm smell.
At least I think they do. The best

thing to do is run straight home

from the salon, smash down
your new "do" and count the
days until it's safe to wash it.
Then you're OK because you will

NEVER be able to duplicate

yourself

that

fresh-from-the

beauty shop look, even if you
want to!

daily state-of-the-hair.

perfect flip or pageboy. Some

November

m at c h i ng

Modern

Back in the '60's hair care was
We

own

headbands.

hair.
torture.

our

dresses, most of our outfits

happened, but my world def
initely

Since many of us

I hate getting a fresh perm

e

e

•

table tops.
6. Smokers are so in touch with
nature that they resent the use of
heat and air conditioning in their
environment.
7. Smokers find conversations
which requ1re ech0 ·mterpretat•IOn
·

very satisfying.
8. Smokers go into a nicotine
trance which blurs their vision so
much that they don't even notice
their surroundings.
Judith A. Hinga

The rumpled, frizzy, just-got-

down. And unlucky wig-wearers
had them slip to the side, giving
them an asymmetrical look that

home perm disaster from the

has

'60's. "Mom, look what you did to

years, but was just plain weird

been

popular

in

recent

me! I can't leave the house like

back then. Everyone also had a

this!"

story about a friend whose wig

A remedy to the hair problem

had fallen off at an inopportune

was popular in the early '70's -

time, like while riding on a

ready- made wigs! Everyone had

motorcycle, or while teaching

the same three hair-dos - the

a class.

Dutch boy, the Greek boy or the
shag. Wigs were so common
place that you wouldn't even
pretend your friend had a new
hair-do, you'djust go right ahead
and say, "I love your wig." These
wigs were extremely uncomfor
table because they were tight
and hot and fastened on with
bobby pins stuck straight into
your head! Careless wig-wear
ers always had strands of rather
grimy

natural

hair

hanging

Unlike some men, we can't
say,

"hair

today,

gone

to

morrow." Women are always
faced with hair choices or color
and style. We also are always
stuck

with

the

darned

stuff

showing all the time. So, go
ahead,

get

up

half an

hour

earlier everyday, and get your
crowning glory off to a good
start. Because, when your hair's
all right, everything's all right.

GOBBLE GOBBLE
by Linda Fleming
In two weeks we will be sitting
down to supper and gobbling
everything in sight in the name of
Thanksgiving. And the turkey will
hold center stage.
Each Thanksgiving Americans
eat about 535 million pounds of
turkey. We roast it, grill it, smoke
it and even poach it, but on
Thanksgiving the preferred meth
od is roasting to a golden brown.
With the upsurge in health con
scienceness, AmE>ricans no longer
save turkey fo1 just the holiday
season. It is appreciated not only
because of its delicious taste, but
also because it is highly nutri
tious, low in calories, and low in
fat.
Protein rich, it has high concen
trations of the B Vitamins, Niacin,
and Riboflavin; as well as valuable
amounts of Calcium, Iron, Vitamin

A and Vitamin C.
Because of its popularity,
breeders today emphasize the
quality and amount of meat. Large
breasted birds with plenty of
white meat are now considered
most desirable.
But it was not always that way.
Until the 20th Century, turkey
meat so exceeded the demand
that the object of turkey breeding
was to perfect the bird's beautiful
feathers, which were used on hats
and in other adornments.
Wild turkeys, which once
ranged over most of North and
South America, have been around
for about 10 million years. No one
is certain where the name turkey
comes from, but one explanation
suggests it comes from the sound
the bird makes when it is
frightened - turc, turc, turc.

Though wild turkey was an im
portant source of food for early
settlers, it was probably absent
from that first Thanksgiving of the
Pilgrims. Their main source of
meat at the celebration was ap
parently venison from the five
deer the Indians brought as part of
their contribution to the meal.
Though turkey is popular, some
people out there suffer through
the meal, thankful Thanksgiving
Day only comes once a year. It
could be worse. Right after we
won our Independence, Benjamin
Franklin suggested we name the
turkey as the National Bird. Luck
ily, the turkey lost the contest, or
we could all be eating Bald Eagle
for Thanksgiving.
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IPO Will Highlight

Baroque and Romantic Music
Music of the Baroque and
Romantic periods will highlight
the Illinois Philharmonic Cham
ber Players Concert, Sunday,
November 1 1, 1990 at 4:00 p.m. iin
the Manilow Theatre of Freedom
Hall, 410 Lakewood Boulevard in
Park Forest.
New Illinois Philharmonic
Orchestra concertmaster J. Brad
ford Hair, along with violinist
Betty Lewis, violist Matthew Man
tell, cellist Emily Lewis Mantell,
pianist Marilyn Burgeois and
harpsichordist Jean Spyksma will
perform works by Handel, Haydn
and Dvorak. Audience members
are invited to meet and mingle
with the performers at a special
reception following the concert.
The Illinois Philharmonic's
13th season continues in January
with the "Accent on Tchaikovsky"
Orchestra Series. Maestro Car
mon DeLeone, in his 5th season,

conducts the Illinois Philhar
monic Orchestra in five Saturday
evening concerts. Each concert
features at least one work by the
great Romantic composer Peter
Ilyich Tchaikovsky. Dates for the
concerts are January 12, February
9, March 16, April 20, and June 1,
1991. The Orchestra concerts are
held at Workman Auditorium,
Bloom High School, lOth St. and
Dixie Highway in Chicago Heights.
Concert times are 8 p.m.
Series tickets to the Orchestral
concerts are available now. Single
tickets, if available, will go on sale
December 17, 1990. For tickets to
the Chamber Concerts, for season
ticket information, or for a free
brochure, call or write the Illinois
Philharmonic Orchestra, 210 Il
linois Street, Park Forest, IL
60466 (708) 481-7774.

cal bands performing several skits,

written by four GSU students.
Hotel Carlos, a band named
after a transient hotel on Chi
cago's near North side, had per
formances videotaped at the
hotel. Scenes were also video
taped at GSU's student television
studio, and another studio pro
vided by Jones lntercable's TV ac
cess studio in Matteson. The Hotel
Carlos segments were produced
and directed by GSU Media Com
munication students Don Briet
barth and Louis Schultz. Students
decorated the GSU stage to look
like a hotel room, while band
members sang the song "Hotel
Carlos."
At the Hotel Carlos in Chicago,
the band did segments on the hotel
fire escape, on the roof, and inside
the building. Wrigley Field could
be seen in the background, as the
band played on the roof of the
hotel.
Students created an old fash
ioned "coffeehouse" atmosphere

The program includes video clips of Ben Hollis' television work and a
question-and-answer session with the audience.
The Kraft Television Theatre
limited Seating
f« ,...,.,.,, call 3 I 2/'187· I 500
--·

-

. . .., ..,.......,.,..,..

-

riiit.;'1 Museum of Broadcast Communications
� 1100 So.Ah Well, s. ;ch.wgo.
...

lllonuo> 00607

$J 00 .tdo.lt>. $2 00 ....-... $1 00 _, ..
d d.Jd,., """"' I J. flltf fOI MI.MIIl i!S
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in GSU's TV studio, where the
band, "Lil' Doc and The Blues In
jection" performed, as a mock up
audience sitting at cafe tables was
seen in the foreground. Tables
were borrowed from the Student
Life Westend Cafe. Nancy Boven
kerk, producer of the Lil' Doc
segments, used special effects to
make it appear that the band
members disappeared, while in
struments and stage props
remained.

crew had to cope with cold feet and ,
stiff fingers. Additional segments .
were shot at the GSU Theater and
Sherman Music Recital Hall.
GSU professors Samuel Enyia,
Temmie Gilbert, and Eli Segal
were faculty advisors for Music
Alive '90. The program was suc
cessful because of the efforts of
creative hard working crew of
GSU media students; Craig Amen
dola, Nancy Bovenkerk, Don
Brietbarth, Tom Burkholder,
George Carpenter, John Dohm,
Kathy Hensley, Todd Hyatt, Bob
Linkowski, Alice Moore, Louis
Schultz and Tanya Williams.
Music Alive is a cooperative
venture between Governors State
University, and The Mayor's
Chicago Department of Film and
Entertainment. The program is
designed to allow various univer
sity students to create music
videos, which appear on local
cable TV access channels. There
will be a program schedule for
Music Alive in the next issue of the
Innovator.

"Swineman," a band from
Milwaukee, featured the bizarre
antics of "Swine," wearing a pig
mask, black leotards, and a black
cape. Swineman segments were
produced and directed by George
Carpenter a GSU media student.
The first segment of Swineman
was shot in a warehouse in Man
teno, Illinois. Swineman sang
"Running Out of Time" at the
warehouse. The warehouse was
unheated, as temperatures hov
ered around the freezing point
which meant the band and video

"Bronze FiJo Award, given to GSU students wbo produced Music Alive 1990"

"Parenting Teen ers "
ag

7:00 pm

Ben Hollis is the producer and host of "Wild Chicago," a series that
explores distinctive people ond ploces around the city. Join us for o
live-in-the-Museum tolk show hosted by Hollis with guests selected from
the "Wild Chicago Files." This is your opportunity to meet Ben Hollis
and become a member of the 'Wild Chicago" family.

-

GSU Students Win Awards - continued from front page

An Evening with Ben Hollis ond "Wild Chicago"
Friday, November 1 6

November 8
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UNIVERSITY PARK - Being
the parent of a teenager has
many frustrations.
Dr. Jon Carlson will give point
ers on how to overcome the frus
trations and work toward a
meaningful relationship with the
teen during the Governors State
University workshop "Parenting
Teenagers."
The 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. program
Nov. 9 and 10 will be given at the
GSU campus in University Park.
Workshop topics will include

understanding your teenager and
yourself, personality develop
ment, emotions, encouragement,
communications and listening
skills, discipline, the family meet
ing and special challenges.
Dr. Carlson, professor of psy
chology and counseling at GSU,
will give participants tips on
recognizing the seven goals of
teenager misbehavior and how to
respond to counteract parent and
teenager negative emotions. He
will include special strategies for
encouraging teenagers, and how

Introduces

The GSU Student Purchase Prog ram
for
Computers - Peripherals - Software

Student Discounts Available
financing available

ALR
A miga
C o m p aq
E p s o n.
IB � P S / 1
T o sh i b a
for pricing information, contact
Robert Wertz, 708.748.2322

�

PASS THE
C.P.A. EXAM

T'CB C

Todays Computers Business Centers

parents can involve teenagers in
the discipline process.
This workshop can be taken for
credit or noncredit. The noncredit
fee is $60 for an individual or $85
for a couple. For psychology
credit tuition is $106.50 for un
dergr duates and $110 for grad
uates.
For more information, or to
place your registration, call the
GSU Office of Conferences and
Workshops at (708) 534-5000, ex
tension 2320.

•

DePaul University offers the most comprehensive,
test-oriented review available.

•

We feature all live instruction (no tapes) by an all
C.P. A . faculty.

•

Our Review Course has been turning C.P.A.
candidates into Certified Public Accountants for
over 50 years.

COME SUCCEED WITH US
The C.P.A. Review for the May 1991, examination
begins January 4, 1991 and will be held at o� Loo p
Campus, 25 E. Jackson Blvd., Room 341, Chicago,
IL. For more information contact: Carolyn
Gianforte, DePaul University, 312/362-6780.

DE PAUL

UNIVERSITY

m
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BOG Approves Policy
for Military Leave
Less than a dozen full time em
ployees in the Board of Governors

Macomb, Illinois - The Board
of Governors took action Thursday
to make sure employees mobil
ized to active military duty in the

system have been mobilized so
far.
In other business, the Board
reviewed the results of a study of
undergraduate education at North

Persian Gulf continue to receive
their pay and benefits.
"The Board adopted a policy

eastern Illinois University. North
eastern is the last of the five
universities to present the find

that will provide compensation in
a manner consistent with the ac
tion of the Governor," said Chan
cellor Thomas D. Layzell. "The
policy will take effect immediate
ly and will apply retroactively to
the date of mobilization."
Governor Thompson signed Ex
ecutive Order Number Four on
August 31st, guaranteeing regular
compensation to full-time state
employees who are members of
any reserve component of the

ings of a two year in depth review
requested by the Board.
"The Board's overriding priori
ty is a commitment to undergrad
uate instruction," said Layzell.
"The reviews allow the Board to
examine the universities' plans to
address the critical under
graduate issues facing them in the
next decade."
Northeastern is recommending
several changes including the in-

Armed Forces, minus the amount
of his or her base pay for
military activities.

tegration of mathematic skills in
general education, the implemen
tation of a mathematics com

Edu c a t ion

petency test as a graduation
requirement, the establishment
of an Office of Professional
Development to serve as a re
source for faculty who wish to
strengthen their teaching skills
and the expansion of student pro
gramming to respond to the needs
of evening, graduate and older
students.

A! O!\'E o: c�:!. �R� s I s iWRLD I
s
3 6 S L'B �� A..'i C!-ii CAGO
LO C.-\T I 0� S

In other business, the Board ap
proved a list of capital projects to
be su bmitted to the Board of

Higher Education for considera
tion in the Fiscal Year 1992
udget. The list includes 32 pro
jects at the five universities total
ing approximately $60
illion.
Many of the projects are critical

�

Fo r �o r e 1n f o rma � i�n
'
p l ea 3 e c al l :

�

( 70 8) 2 5 5-05 1 2

repair and renovation projects.

(I)

Making Marriage Work
building exercises, participants
will learn techniques to strengthen

UNIVERSITY PARK - Making
a marriage work today requires a
close examination of husband and
wife roles, equity, fairness, skills,

marriages.
The program is a live workshop
with prerecorded demonstration
segments of p&ticular skills. A
studio audience panel of couples

growth am willingness to change.

Married couples and counsel

ing profP.ssionals will examine
these ingredients with national
experts and audience participants
during the Nov. 15 national
satellite event "Taking Time for

and/or counselors will react to the
presentations and ask questions of
the presenters.
Dr. Jon Carlson, professor of
psychology and counseling at

Love: Moving Toward a Success
ful Marriage," produced by Gover
nors State University.

GSU, will moderate the discus
sion. He is the co-author of the
book "Taking Time for Love." He
has developed the educational
programs "Training in Marriage

The program opens at 9 a.m in
the Hall of Honors on the GSU
campus.
The three-hour videoconfer

Enrichment'· and "PREP for Ef
fective Living."'

ence is designed to identify key
issues in the modern marriage
and illustrate specific marriage
counseling skills to the counseling
practitioner. By reviewing skills
required for a successful marriage
and bv providing marriage skill-

Other panel members are Dr.
August Y. Napier and Letty
Cottin-Pogrebin. Dr. Napier is
director of the Family Workshop,
a treatment and training institute
in Atlanta. He is co-author of '"The

Childr�n·� World

Family Crucible" and is a fre
quent consultant and workshop
leader in family therapy.

LI>AIINIHC ClHll.kS

�qu a l Opp o rt uni t y t= � l �v
. er
r

Cottin-Pogrebin is a founding
editor of "Ms. Magazine" and

''Much Ado About
Nothing" To Be
Presented Nov. 9

author of "Growing Up Free,
Among Friends and Family
Politics." She will offer the confer
ence a feminist perspective and
an acute sense of the changing na

ture of the marriage relationship.
The fee is $45 for an individual
and $60 for a couple.

UNIVERSITY PARK - The
National Shakespeare Company
is presenting "Much Ado About
Nothing" at 8 p.m Friday, Nov. 9,

Participants may earn continu
ing education credits from this
workshop.

in the theatre at Governors State
University.
For those interested, the eve
ning begins with a 6:30 p.m. dis
cussion of the play by Dr. Daniel
Bernd, professor of English at
GSU. The meeting will be in Eng

Individuals interested in at
tending this videoconference
should contact Dr. Dominic Can
deloro in the Office of Confer
ences and Workshops at Governors
State University (708) 534-5000,
extension 2320.

bretson Hall on campus.
"Much Ado About Nothing'' has
been called one of Shakespeare's
"golden comedies." The story
takes audience members on an ex

"Sobriety Planning" Workshop
UNIVERSITY PARK - Gover
nors State University is hosting
workshops in sobriety planning,
relapse prevention and clinical
skills needed in alcoholism treat
ment.
" Sobriety Planning" will be of
fered from 9 am. to 5 p.m. Nov. 16
and 17 on campus. The one credit
hour course focuses on develop
ment of a structured recovery
program and methods for teach

ing

the patient recovery skills

,,_

necessary in maintaining abstin
ence.

campus. The one credit-hour
course will help participants

"Relapse Prevention" will be

develop treatment skills for use
with alcoholism clients in clinical

offered from 9 a.m to 5 p.m. Nov.
30 and Dec. 1 on campus. The one
credit-hour course focuses on the
conceptual knowledge and skills
necessary for relapse prevention
and intervention with substance
abuse clients.
"Treating Alcoholism: Clinical
Skills Training" will meet from 9
am. to 5 p.m. Dec. 14 and 15 on

ploration of the love relationship
through two very different sets
of lovers.
The play brings out the best of
Shakespeare' s banter between a
strong, clever woman and a man
who finds her quick wit as fas
cinating as her physical charm.
The setting of this production

settings.
There is a $95 non-credit charge
for these programs. Tuition is

has been changed from Shakes-

$ 1 16.50 for undergraduates and
$120 for graduates.
Registration for these pro

peace's time to 1861, the year of
Garibaldi's successful revolution
for Italian nationhood. Director
Rick Corley said he"s updated the
scenery to " bring out the passion
at the play's center, and to place it
at a time of celebration:·
The script remains the same,
however. Guests will enjoy every
one of Shakespeare's lines set in
Messina on the island of Sicily.
More than 1,000 actors audition
for the 12-member acting troupe.
Company members are chosen
for their abil ity to hand le classical
text, bring a unique and insightful
point of view to their roles and
communicate with the audience.
The New York-based National
Shakespeare Company, now in its
28th year, travels more than
35,000 miles annually bringing
shows to more than 100,000
persons.
This production is sponsored by
the Office of Student Life.

Note: Tickets for the Nov. 9
performance are all sold out.

grams is being accepted by the
GSU Office of Conferences and
Workshops at (708) 534-5000, ex
tension 2320.

•

•

""'

�
!T. 1 -

.,
,

LIFEGUARDS
NEEDED
CAMI'US COMMUNITY CINTIA

�

Northern Indiana Arts Association and Indiana BeD

�

Monica Maye

m

in

GOUIANOAS STATI UNIUIASITY
MUST II 11YAS Of AGE
AEO CAOSS OA YMCA CEATIFIED

CALL NOW !!!
534-5000
ext 2214
APPLY ROOM
A2200
FLEXIBLE HOURS

({

present

•

1040 Ridge Road

•

Munster, IN

Discounts for
Tickets:
Studt·nt d i,rotmh '-(' on t h t·
da� of l h t· pnformant·e on I� .
(219) 836-1930 ext 1 1 2
or call

NIAA, (219) 836- 1 839.

THE SONIC STORYTELLER

Bedtime Stories for a Sleepless Night
Laurie Anderson, move over/ Monica Maye
presents a unique and electrifying performance
with superb vocals, electronic music, visual
images, choreography and set. Maye will begin ·
the evening with a pre-performance talk to give the
audience some insight into the new performance

Friday, November 16
• 8:00 p.m.

Center for Visual & Pefonning Arts

•

art forms.
•

Workshops with Monica Maye:
Call NIAA for information and registration, (219) 836- 1 839.
Saturday, November 17 1 1 am. The Extended Singer
for vocalists, high school and older.
1 p.m. The Home Appliance Orchestra
children, adults, teac�rs. all ages

;!·.
.,;/_�fit... .

Presented with additional suppon from

...tl»>lsa
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this spectahzed job they some
ttmes become married and then
look to achieve the American

THE CIHLL FA CTOR
by Ricbard D. Rogers

dream. and m achtevmg the
American dream they are happy

PAR T II

and their happiness shows: thev
began to raise a fami ly. But. who
or what sets a precedent?

We follow Gina and Virgil as they begin to

Gtna began to keep very late
hours claiming that she was stay
ing longer at work in order that she

enjoy life in their new home.
Gina and Virgil both looked at
each other, smiled, and said yes
they would be pleased to go now.
Why, it was still daylight, 12
o'clock high. Having taken the day
off from work, and taking Valerie
to the baby sitter's abode, they
wanted to buy a house.
The midday sun was ablaze.
The humidity could be thought of
as unbearable. Traffic on the
street outside this nationally
known real estate office was busy.
And there were people walking
about, standing nearby, and wait
mg for the public transportation to
take them where they wanted to
go.
Gina. Vi rgi l. and Mrs. McMillen
climbed into a car that belonged to
the real estate office with its name
plastered on the side. And off they
went traveling some distance.
They a pproached the first
house and began to marvel over
its European-styled appearance
with its huge front yard. and
flowers that were exquisitely
arranged. A bee was buzzing near
a flower or two. while butterflies
fluttered near the tulips. Inside
the house were three large bed
rooms decorated m the most con
temporary fashion. wall papered
to perfection. The house was car
peted throughout, dark grey in
color. And the grey carpetmg had
a way of accenting the house. The
color coordination was vivid
throughout. A chefs kitchen, a
finished basement. a sunken liv
ing roomk a huge backyard, a two
car garage and a basketball court
off to the side of the driveway,
topped thts house off: it was im
maculate and within thetr price
range. She. Gina. fell in love with
it, Vtrgil as well. They needn't look
at any other house. Here ·s what
they wanted, a beautiful house in a
nice and quiet area in the suburbs.
And, that is what they had.

purchasing

for this suburban family was fine.
The fi rst year was spent savonng
the flavor of this newly purchased

furniture

and

ic�ns that represented every
.
thmg m vogue. The third year was
filled with parties for invited
guests, outdoor barbecues and in
door card playing. The fourth year
had brought on an acute kind of
marginal diminishing returns: the
brilliancy of happiness about tis
house began to fall off. Life for this
suburban family had come to be a
routine; it was off to work and back

home. A baby sitter would a times
come in between these things.
One day Gina had come home
from work on the commuter train,
and sat herself on the sofa that
Virgil and Valerie partially oc
cupied while watching some after
school program that was about to
come to an end. And this is what
she said to Virgil, " Honey I want to
go back to school. I'm getting tired
of that job and I feel that I need to
go back to school in order to get
..
the job that I really want.
And this is what Virgil said to
Gina, "Well I think that's a great
idea. your wanting to go back to
school. but I don't see why you
can't work and go to school part
time:·
She said. "Thanks Virgil you're
so understanding. but I want to go
to school full time and work part
.
time ..
He said, "But how are we to pay
the bills if you work just part time.
Our bills are based on both of us
working full time: anything less
than that will put us in ruins.··
Gina answered, "But if you work
overtime we would be able to
make ends meet. I've already
figured it out. Yo u have already
said that the boss wants you to
.
work overtime . .
Vtrgtl rephed. "I really haven't
been up to doing any overtime.

glance. Then her late hours es
calated. One day while at work
performing her duties as she so ef

headlines in the daily newspaper
of this suburban community read :
..
"Record Cold Expected and then
..
it went on to say: ... button up:·
Brrr!

of Bates and Biggs would soon be
moving to another state and that
she would be a welcomed addition

this

"No. Virgil. I did not plan this: it
just happened:·
Virgil said: "But you told me
.
you were happy with your JOb . .
"Yes I did tell you this and I was.
but I've had a change of heart.··

UNIVERSITY PARK - Gover

dividual in satire. Pop art and its

nors State University's College of

wild colors were stimuli for him.

91 "Distinguished Scholar-States

changed, but he continues to use

man-Scientist-Artist Lecture Series"

the individual as his focus. In the

Nov. 15 with a discussion of art by

mid-1970s, he says he put masks

painter Ed Paschke.

Over

time,

his

style

has

both loved each other, and thus the
decision had been made. Gina had
started her first semester in
col lege after an absence of many
years, but it was what she wanted
and it was in the pursuit of being
an accountant. Her days were
spent in school and her nights
were spent working part time at
Bates and Biggs Law firm.Howel
ated she had come to be. Virgil
who loved his job felt that an 8
hour work day was enough and felt
tt important to spend time with his
growing daughter. but with the
brunt of the bills falling upon him
his work day had expanded to a 12.

asked me to come along with
them. and I told them ·yes: that
I would. "
V irgil asked Gina "When is this
movement taki Bg place?'· She
.
answered: "A year exactly ..
Then he said: "That's great.
That wiJI give us time to sell the

house and prepare for the move...

Gina said. "Oh honey you are so
understanding. Is there anything
you want? Some warm milk or
something:·
"No dear. I 'm fine. I just need
some sleep. Good mght.''
She said: "Good night. "
Hmmm. No dilemma.

and sometimes 14 hour day. and

baby sitter. time alone. and time
at school. And it was life in the
suburbs, nice and pleasant as it
was. cruel and devastating as it
could be. Someting had to gtve.
The grass grew wild. The snow
pi led high. Who would shovel the
Outdoor painting bad to be done.
Virgil contemplated hiring some

began to recede. Strands of gray
hair began popping up here and
there. Then. Gina had fixed it in
her head that on Sundays she
would cook a meal and spread tt
throughout the week: it was a fixa
tion that soon became stale.
There are people who attend

It was a spur of the moment no
tion on Vtrgil"s part. the following
day during breakfast. that in sell
ing the house the furntture be in
cluded with it: it would be a
packaged deal.
What a wonderful tdea. she
thought. ·· ... and once we get set
tled we can look for new furniture.
Although:· she said. "the furntture
we have ts fairly new. We can:· she
paused. "start all over again:·
He satd: "Of course:·
The day came that the house
was sold, furniture and all. The
equity that had been built up was as
toundmg. And thts he placed in
stde hts savmgs account. It was
odd to rum that thts was the first
ume in a long time that he had

�����-�������c���·��

What :s Blrthr ti�L?

IUnluip• ' 1D en•<>rgency pregnanry servi�e operating a
crisis cent·. r where any girl or woman distressed b� an
un•:1a.Hed or untimely pregnancy may find help as ne;,. as
her u::�,!>hone.

cluding Elvis Presley and John

on

Kennedy, but Paschke has dis

On Oct. 13, the Art Institute of
Chicago opened a retrospective
show of Paschke's works from

torted the faces so that they are

1968 through 1988. The Chicago

painter, Paschke is chairman of

artist bas exhibited his works

the Department of Art Theory and
Practice at Northwestern Uni

nationally and in Paris.
Paschke focuses on the in
dividual.

He

emphasizes

the

figure in a variety of ways. In his

tan

find the solution a woman needs, no

,.,_.. u er v. hat the ;: -'Oble.n, to avoid killing her unborn child

We believe th.a• •·.•ery woman is

r1

person of worth and

dignity, especially when she is canying a new life within
her.

impossible to identify.
Besides his reputation as a

versity.
For more information on this
program call the GSU Division of

early works from the 1960s and

Fine and Performing Arts at (708)

1970s, Paschke painted the in-

534-5000, extension 2461.

would be on a Greyhound bus m
stead of an atrplane. The used car
that he had once purchased had
become old and unreliable: he
would perhaps .JUnk it. To ensure
their departure for the followmg

the mornmg came and Virgil had
yet to arrive. Gina and Valerie
waited patiently. Then the door
bell rang.

.
"Finally. . she satd. "Wonder

where he's been all mght:· she
thought to herself. She answered
the door but it was not Vtrgtl. in
stead it was the proud new owners.
They were about to move m. They
greeted the new owners and
showed them in. While the new
owners were moving m. Gma and
Valerie were prepanng them
selves for departure. while. at the

but it was to no avatl they had
.
walled long enough. It was a very

man

Hall

ture would take place. And. it was
decided that thetr movement

necessities they taken the baggage
and left the house. They would
watt outstde until Virgtl amved.

of paintings of famous people, in

Recital

following day the new owners
would be moving in. and tt would
also be the day that thetr depar

same time. trymg to gtve Vtrgil
more ttme to arnve. After chang
ing clothes and other departing

thts would often be six days a
week. The weight of this load
began to be too heavy. "It's too
..
heavy. And Valerie. why Valerie
would often spend time with a

presented a t 7:30 p.m. in the Sher
Music

given his job 30 days notice. Good
timmg indeed!
29 days had lapsed and the

return. And so they watted. watch
ing television. sttuattOn comedies
or something on that order. Then
the sky had suddenly turned dark
and they had fallen asleep. Then

�e believe that the request fo!' abortion is a cry for nelp. We

campus.

Biggs were already set up in thetr
new location and he, Virgtl. had

"What is it?"
She continued. "The firm is
moving to another state. and they

believe that we

will

had been sold. They had 30 days to
vacate . The events had taken
place in good timing. Bates and

A decision had to be made. A

His latest works include a series

lecture

found its way on to hts lips. And he
eagerly returned to the house that

house and its bills were at stake.
And, time was running out. The
fact of the matter was, is that they

on his subjects to obscure faces.

free

his head. It was as tf thts thought
had. at a ttme or two. passed hts
way before. Suddenly a smile

purchase the tickets and that they.
Valerie and Gina. were to watt
there with the baggage unttl hts

be

The

even thought of a savmgs account.
A sudden thought rushed through

from sleep:
"Honey wake up:· she nudged
..
him. "I've some good news .

college in order to attam a
specialized job. and in attammg

CAS Begins Lecture Series

November 20

day Virgil announced that he
would go to the bus statiOn to

one for these things. Havtng to pay
this and that. there was very httle
left for anythine else. His hatr line

plan

.
-

late that evening this is what she
said to Virgil. after wakmg him

a family. Do I have a say m this
matter? I'm beginning to feel like
a prisoner. What about my
you

tf she wanted to come along. It was
good news to Gina. She felt that
anyway. She would bring the good
news to Virgil. And that evening,

snow? Who would cut the grass?

Did

ficiently does. it was revealed to
her by some boss that the law firm

she needed a change of scenery

And why ts it that you have to do a
lot of ftgurmg on your own? We're

abode. The second year was spent

Arts and Sciences begins its 199<J/

And there it was. A dilemma of
sorts and this one was theirs in the
quietude of the suburbs; nice and
pleasant as it was, cruel and
devastating as it could be. The

home. weekend outings perhaps.
shopping or whatever. and back

feeltngs?
.
thing?.
A few months later everything
was completed. the paper work.
the moving. and all. A few years
had passed. 4 to be exact. and life

fine

get some study time in. Romance
for this suburban couple was at a

8

,tr.ilriabt or c.:.l ..aao
1 1 235 S. Western Ave.

Cllicaao, Illinois 60643
rhoDe ( 3 1 2) 233-0305

cold day and the wmd chtll factor
came into play. It had a way of
numbing the body. And yet. tt was
dectded that they would walk to
the suburban bus hne. Without a
car they had no other chotce. and
very httle money.
Gina watched her final step as tt
rested upon the loose gravel . A
tear drop appeared and tnckled
down her left cheek - no other
followed. She stood her 5 5" frame
near a sign that read bus stop. and
waited for its arrival. The suburbs
weren't so qutet after all. The wmd
had a way of making one hear its
howl. It was loud. Brrr!
Cold and brutal! Cruel
d�vc:statmg!

and

The End

CHP to
Hold Forum

The College of Health Pro
fessions will hold its Seventh An
nual Community College Forum
on Friday, November 30.

We plan to have CHP students
discuss the transfer process. The
panel will be moderated by Peg
Donahue, Director of Community
College Relations. I can be
reached at extension 2 152 from
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. daily. (I will
be out of the office from 1 1/5 thru
1 1/9). It would be nice to talk to
you about our plans and have the
event covered and/or publicized
b the Innovator.

Next
Deadline
Nov. 14
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GSU

nor, Jim Edgar, an<l ms stance to

Candidates from five south sub

continue the surcharge."

rban legislative districts plus

After answering a few audience

epresentatives for both guber
candidates

heir positions on

questions, Wennlund left to attend

presented
funding

a C ity Council meeting in Joliet.

for

ucation, all essentially saying

Wennlund's opponent, Democ

the same thing, at Governors State

rat Ken Reiss, did not attend the

University on Oct. 18th.

forum.

Each candidate addressed the

Democrat Terry Steczo, run

questions of state support for

ning unopposed in the 78th district

public higher education and the

which

future of the state income tax

Holland, Harvey and Thornton,

surcharge.

received a large round of applause

takes

in

part

of

South

As in past election years, the

from the audience when he said,

GSU Chapter of the University

"In the past, funding for secondary

Professionals of

education and public universities

lllinois

spon

was absolutely abysmal."

sored the two hour Legislative
Candidates' Forum. This was the

He stated that he doubted if

fifth such legislative forum and

Edgar's people would really sup

was attended by approximately 65

port continuation of the tax sur

charge, and announced that he

GSU faculty, staff and students.

Candidates were introduced by

supported the surcharge. "But,

Dr. Lowell Culver, UPI Legisla

realistically, in order for the sur

tive Representative.
Wennlund,

charge to be continued by the
legislature, it will probably have

for state

to be combined with property tax

Republican
incumbent

Larry

candidate

representative in the 84th district
which

November 8 - November 20

Candidates Give Views
On Education

by Joanne Sandberg

atorial

INNOVATOR

encompasses

relief and significant governmen

tal reform," added Steczo.
After answering several ques
tions from the audience, he left for

Frankfort,

led off his remarks by stating that
his wife had attended GSU. He
declared he was for sufficient

another meeting.
Bob Regan, Republican can
didate and incumbent from the

funding for education in the state.
According to Wennlund, "The im

80th district which encompasses
Park Forest, University Park.
Crete and Steger, praised the work

pl ications in terms of dollars for
GSU would depend on who is
elected Governor."
"If Neil Hartigan is elected
Governor, Hartigan will not let the
education

done by Leo Goodman-Malamuth

IT. President of GSU, and stated

surcharge continue ··
said Wennlund. ··I fully suppo
Republican candidate for Gover-

rt

that, "GSU is doing wonders for

Workshop
Offered

According to Regan, " Property
tax is not the answer. The burden

should be shi fted to income taxes
to support quality schools." He
also proposed a dedicated fund.
John Ostenburg, GSU's Direc

tor of University Relations, is the
Democratic opponent to Regan in
the 80th district. He supports the

surcharge tax and emphasized
that the main problem in the State
is lack of money to fund education.

"Every student must be given
the opportunity to pursue a good

education," said Ostenburg. "The
educators of the State of Ill inois

are measured by the salaries they

receive, and Ill inois is behind the
times on the salaries paid to our

teachers."

Amid strong applause from the
Ostenburg added, "It's
time to trim bureaucratic waste."

�udience,

Republican Loleta Didrickson
who is running unopposed in th
37th district which includes
the
Homewood-Flossmoor area, is a
graduate of GSU. Didrickson, a
spokesperson for many women's

�

issues

as

well

as

labor

and

economy in the legislature. sup
ports the surcharge tax

Didrickson stated, "The most
important function in the demo
cratic process is to get out and

counselmg skills to the counselmg

director of the Famlly Workshop.

practitiOner. By rev1ewmg sk1lls
requ1red for a successful marn

a treatment and trammg mstltute
.
m Atlanta. He IS co-author of .The

age and by prov1dmg marnage

Fam1ly Crucible

s k l l l -bulldmg

quent consultant and workshop

exerc1ses.

par

and

IS

ed1tor of

a foundmg
.
Magazme . and

··Ms.

IS

explained

that

he

creasing revenue

"We should realign our priorities

ple working translates into more
The big issue for GSU students
was addressed when

Mike McKeon,

tative for Democratic candidate
the floor.
In the context of rumors three
days prior to the forum, McKeon
stated, "Neil Hartigan, unequivo
cally, has no plans now or in the fu
ture to close GSU." He added that,
"Hartigan is committed to educa
tion in real money, not promised
McKeon encouraged the audience

not

to

be

disill usioned

with

Hartigan.

Didrickson, as the representa

into what will be the Student
Senate's agenda for the 1990-

Jim

Edgar,

stated,

"Edgar's number one priority is
education. " She added that Edgar
would make the surcharge perma
Didrickson,

McKeon,

Osten

burg, and Palumbo remained for
final quesllons from the audi-

FLAG CEREMONY
The GSU Veteran's Club
will honor America's Vet

the presenters.

ture of the marnage relallOnstup.

GSU.

Love: Movmg Toward a Success
ful Mamage: · produced by Gover

Participants may earn contmu
mg ed ucatiOn credits from th1s

the

He

has developed the educational
..
programs Trammg in Marnage
..
Enrichment and ··PREP for Ef-

The program opens at 9 a.m. in
the Hall of Honors on the GSU
campus.
The three-hour Vldeoconferen

Other panel members are Dr.

the modern marnage

August

and Illustrate spec1fic mamage

Y.

Nap1er

Cottm-Pogrebm.

' workshop.
IndiVIduals
tendmg

th1s

Dr.

and

Lettv

Nap1er

ts

honor

the

event

to

the

They

are

Student
here

to

All are welcome to attend.

m1n1strators,
Facultv,
Studenls

of

Veteran's Day and the rais
ing of the
A

POW/MIA

speaker

from

flag.
task

videoconfe rence

be on hand. The event will

ences and Workshops at Governors

ideas

help.

p.m. A color guard will be

Force Omega of Illinois will

should contact Dr. Dom1ruc Can

and

present from the South Sub

m at

mterested

deloro m the Office of Confer

fective Llvmg. ·

ce is des1gned to Identify key
m

dis

the co-author of the

moderate
IS

book ··Takmg T1me for Love.

nors State Umvers1ty.

1ssues

will

cussion. He

and $60 for a couple.

ing areas. Voice your opinions

November 12, 1990 at 2:30

experts and aud1ence participants

at

rophone hearing. All topics are
open issues from the lighting

erans with a ceremony on

urban Marine Corp League

counseling

the Senate. It's an open mic

Senate.

to

and

Interested persons will be

in the parking lots to the smok

an acute sense of the changmg na

psychology

91 school year.

able to voice their concerns to

nent, if elected.

presentatiOns and ask questiOns of

national

members to directly give input

tive for Republican candidate for

these mgred1ents with natiOnal
15

The Public Forum is for all
students and GSU community

Governor,

ence a femm1st perspective and

Nov.

Public Foru m

money."

and/or counselors will react to the

the

Call l-800-932.0528
Ezt. so

for Governor, Neil Hartigan, took

mg professiOnals will examme

satellite event ·"Takmg T1me for

This program works!
No investment needed.

prominent pollster, and represen

Politics:· She wlll offer the confer

The fee 1s $45 for an mdlVldual

Plus a cballce at
$5000 more!

revenue."

stud1o aud1ence panel of couples

d u rmg

Free.

Fam1ly

Earn up to $ 1000 in one
week for your campus
organiza tion.

and influence big industry into our
State," said Palumbo. " More peo-

Marr1ed couples and counsel

and

$1- ;.

in the State

through industry.

Among

Dr. Jon Carlson. professor of

Up

Palumbo

would support education by in

segments of part icular sk1lls. A

F nends

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

not to attend the forum.

author

growth and willingness to change.

··Growing

his Republican opponent,
Robert Piel, the incumbent, chose

that

w1th prerecorded demonstration

wife roles. equ1ty. fa1rness. skills.

of

Lansing,

Calumet City, Glenwood and parts
of Chicago Heights, pointed out

a fre

leader m family therapy.
Cottm-Pogrebm

The program IS a live workshop

close exammat10n of husband and

and that education should be the
top priority in the State.

vote "

strengthen marnages.

a marnage work today requ1res a

Regan also commented that
GSU was hindered by lack of funds

includes

which

trict

this district."

tiCipants w1ll learn techmques to

U N IVERSITY PARK - Makmg

Charles Palumbo, the Demo
cratic candidate in the 79th dis

take place at the main en
trance in front of the flag

State Uruvers1ty (708) 534-5000.

poles and later in the Hall of

extensiOn 2320

Governors.

f you have 1 o-20 quali
ours available per wee
nd wish additional in
ome, call

1-312·509-6314
for a 24 hour message
detailing an established
income opportunity

Classified (708) 534 -5000 X21 40
1'_yping Services ------r- Help Wanted ------�
EXPERT WORD PROCESSING &
TYPING S ERVICES

PARKER ENTERf'RISES

.Accurate - Fast - ?rof.tssional

RP.se� rch/Term Papers, inc l . APA
J'ormat
Resumes/Cover Lette r s .
Ce l l Today !
Ask for Che r y l .

�81�� r\69-9393

{ 708) 747-509 1
• Term Papers

• Thesis Papers

• Resumes

• Cover Letters

• Word Processing

• Laser Printing/Multiple Fo.,ts

• Reasonable Rates

• Campus "ick

SEE ME. Employed on GSU C ampus. (24) hour service. Knowledge

able of APA style term papers, plus resumes with accompanying

cover letters. Also, statistical reports. Specialist as grammarian
proofreader and speller. Computer has many fonts & sizes. Peruse

my portfolio & choose style of print. I can see you on my break or
lunch. Leave message at: (708) 339-8489.

t------

Adoption

Young married couple wanting to
adopt a baby. We will provide a
loving and secure home. Medical
and legal expenses paid. Call: Don
or Diane collect at (217) 483-334 1
(after 5 p.m.) of attorney at (217)
352-8037.

Up & 0Piivery

SPRING

BREAK 1991 - In
dividual or student organization

Look ing for a student organization
that would like to earn $500-$1000

needed to promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and
valuable work experience. Call
NOW!! Inter-Campus Programs:

for a one week on-campus market
ing project. Must be organized and
hard working. Call: Jeanine or
Beverly 1 ( 800) 592-2 1 2 1 .

1-800-327-6013
ATTENTION: Parents, teachers,
professionals! Start an in-home
bus iness demonstr ating DIS

POLICE

EMPLOYMENT

OP

PORTUNITIES - Receive a com
puterized

l isting

of

position

COVERY TOYS products. Flex
ible hours. excellent income.
training. Call: Dawn (708) 672-

out

4 138

CHIEF or other law enforcement

Free Toys in time for Christmas
when you host a DISCOVERY
TOYS Party! Call: Dawn for more

TIPLEX 90 North. Suite 103, Park

openings for three months for
$20.00. Positions available through
the

U.S.

Specify

POLICE

positions ( PATROLMAN). MUL
Forest. IL 60466.

details! (708) 672-4 138

Cruise Ship Jobs

HIRING Men - Women. Sum mer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
OUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL
EKcellent pay plus FREE travel. Canbbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, MeKICO.

CALL N O W I Call refundable.

1 -206-736-0775, Ext.�
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'What Is Ci rcle K I nternational

"Don't Drink & Drive"

About?"
The retreat began Saturday, Oc

by Anthuan Ratos

tober20 at 8 a.m. and concluded on
Inter

Sunday, October 2 1 st at 5:30 p.m.

national is the topic that will be

The group left GSU and traveled

presented Wednesday. November

by bus to the Woodstock Confer

Introducing

Circle

K

guest

ence Center in Woodstock. Ill inois

speaker is Norm Anderson. He is

where the Student Life people had

the Kiwanis advisor to the Circle

exclusive use of the facil ity.

14.

4.30-5:30

p.m.

The

K East Iowa- Ill inois District. This

The Student Leadership develop

is an opportunity to not only find

ment is emphasized by the Direc

out about Circle K International,

tor of Student Life as a key

but also to find out why we con

component of programs open to

tinue to be

members

of this

Circle K International is a ser
vice organization to the campus,
the community and the world. It is
more than that too. the club is also
about

all students at GSU. Workshops
were presented on: Leadership

organization.

leadership

development

and fellowship.

Styles. Running Meetings. Par
liamentary Procedure. Working
With Dif£icult People. as well as
interpersonal skill development
and multi-culturalism within a
university environment.
The weekend was co-ordinated
by Student Life staff members

Circle K International is the

Michael

Blackburn.

Lamonda

collegiate level Kiwanis, the club

Kidd. Rita Nagy, and Geri Dalton.

is sponsored by the local Kiwanis

They were assisted by student in

chapter. Crete Kiwanis Club. The

terns,

Governors State University club

Dicosola. Tom Dascenzo, Direc

Ron

Tunis

and

Nick

chapter was chartered in early

tor of Student Life said, "This was

1988, and the club continues to

one of the best development re

grow and develop through it's

treats we have ever had and I ex

pect this group of student leaders

activities.

to have a significant impact on
For the Fall l990 trimester, the

W h y S h o u l d We Fast B efore T h a n k s g i v i n g ?

abuDduc:c: with family and fricodL
The Fast For A World H� is � nationally
byOxfam Amcrica. Oxfam America is aa international agen
cy that fuods sclf-bclp dc:Yck>pmclal
ll projects aud disaster
relief ill 33 COUDtrics. Their progi&JII scrvicc:s aCCOUIIlS for
76% oC total cxpcodilurcs, fUDdrais&ng takes up 19% while
admillisl rati� work uses up S%.

By: ADthuan Rat01
Circle K Presidcot
It is ooc way to know it fc:c:ls for those that ha� little
cboic:c: about DOt eatiJig, going hwlgry. We ha� ha� a
choice:, we can make the choice knowiAg that our DCXl meal
is c:c:rtain.
We can choose to help change tbc � oC others.
Thursday, November 15th, you can choose to skip a meal or
• snack and donate that rnoacy you would ha� ipCDl to r.pt
The Fast For A World H� is held each year oa the
Thursday before Thanksgiving. a time when we c:c:k:brate our

Circle K members meet every

Woodstock Participants: Max

Wednesday, 4:30-5:30 p.m.. up

well Green, Georgie Alexander,

stairs in the Student Life TV

Patricia Callahan, Joyce Hendrix,

Lounge.

James Colvin, James LasCola,
Ceopal

Rajiv Jaggi announced that all
members of the club other than of
ficers will receive a chance to win
an mM compatible computer with
Each

information on some of the ac

win at each meeting between now

tivities that have occurred recent

and the December meeting. The

ly. The GSU Campus Community

next meeting and chance to win is

Center bas a record enrollment

Nov. 20. The door prize drawing

for the Fall 1990. There are 3,497

will be the last item on the Decem

members

ber meeting agenda.

date.

any student to use and inspect in
the

Rajiv Jaggi

new Business Information

Systems

Lab

located

in

The

enrol led

Office of

assumed

as

of

this

Student

Life

responsibil ity

with

fewer additions to the staff and a

the

significantly smaller budget than

College of Business and Public

the former YMCA. Tom Dascenzo

And His Computer

Administration. The lab is pres

said, "We are gratified at the re

ently open to all students enrolled

sponse to the Campus Community

The DPMA is presently plan
ning a field trip to a computer in
stallation. The details and sign up
will be available at the next meet

in business courses from 10:00

Center's first year in operation.

am. to 7:30 p.m. Monday thru

We have surpassed the former

Thursday. The lab bas letter quali

YMCA's total enrollment of 2,500

ing. Members are also signing up

ty printers, telecommunications,

voice mail and desktop publishing

students, faculty, staff and com
munity members. We now have

for national affiliation at this time.

for student use. The shareware

2,908 student members enrolled

The national headquarters is in

collection has been updated for

and 589 non-student members. We

Chicago and makes the club eli

...

The Office of Student Life bas

member may fill out one chance to

The computer is available for

the second year and is available in

Karyn

netta Goldman, DuValle" Taylor,
Joaquim Godfrey, Anthuan Ratos,

students

Robert Bridge, Karen Warshal

spanning

ages

that

covered (4) decades (20's-50's).

and Roberta Bielecki.

These students had been elected

Facilitators: Mike Blackburn,

or appointed to a leadership posi

Tom Dascenzo, Lamonda Kidd,

tion in a club or organization, stu

Rita Nagy and Geri Dalton.

senate,

programming

or

Student Interns: Ron Tunis and
Nick DiCosola.

want to expand our outreach to our

Another new addition to the Of

Campus Community Center. The
workshop took place on Saturday,

cluded a P.C. and a laser printer. It

October 20. Mr. Shelly in coopera

was installed in the I NNOVATOR

tion with the Office of Student Life

office this fall. Desktop Publish

was a presenter for its Leadership

ing will bring the INNOVATOR

Development Weekend retreat.

the technology it needs to be on a
par with other college newspapers
and also the community papers.

Tom Dascenzo also remarked
on this new technology, "The stu
nology to give the student staff the
opportunity to publish utilizing
the best. The editor, Jean Juarez

BAKE SALt.

and her staff, The Student Com
munications Media Board, Mi
chael Blackburn, the Office of

The �ir.ority �tudents

Student Life all deserve signifi

Business Association

cant recognition for this accom
plishment. I encourage all others

is having

at GSU to check out the IN

a bake sale

programs available to the mem

munity members to visit our cen

bers who submit blank disk and

ter for a tour. We have added new

schools in Chicago and includes

request. A lotus clone is available

equipment, we always have lap

cash prizes of up to $2000 for the

for

accounting students.

swimming lanes and we offer free

The Assistant Vice-Chancellor

best student papers on informa

Every member bringing a blank

family use on Saturdays from 2 to

for Student Affairs at the Univer
sity of Illinois, Champaign cam-

5 PM for our members. We also

in the leadership context at GSU."
- Quote by Tom D�cenzo.

dent newspaper now has the tech

tion Management student paper
competition which is open only to

offer a monthly family night."

"Chancellor Shelly gave our
students an excellent opportunity
to explore Multi-culturalism with

like to personally invite com

disk will receive a free catalog at

and

ing of the Desktop publishing

surrounding communities. I would

the

"Leadership

system, Ventura. This also in

makes free programs and trial

at the December meeting.

on

Multi-culturalism" at the GSU

the lab. This exciting concept

tion on subjects will be discussed

workshop

fice of Student Life is the purchas

gible for special benefits. The

next meeting.

Anderson,

conducted a Leaderstup Develop

details of the Society for Informa

interested

Jane

Marshall, Cristina Perrotta, Ver

Student Life Bulletin

The president of the Data Pro

cessing Management Association

Christmas.

Sipple.

ment weekend retreat with (22)

club board.

for

James

Varghese Matthew, Karla Ernst,
Nancy

The Office of Student Life(OSL)

dent

software

Porter,

Geneva Thompson, Harry Brown,

Woodstock

GSU's Circle K is sponsoring this year's Fast For A
World H�. So this year, skip a meal or a snack ud
doa.ate that IIIOIICY for a chauge. There will be a labl.: in I he
Hall oC GOYtrnors 'lbunday, NOYnaber 15 for you lo show
your support.

against World Hunger.

GSU."

NOVATOR's new technology."

Nov

14.

. �· ing
swee �
tooth .

